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Constellations of small, smart satellites in low Earth orbit are set to open up a galaxy of opportunities for Defence. Underpinned by Defence's Resilient Multi-Mission Space STaR Shot, these ...
Smart communication for satellite clusters
The Mandrake 2 mission is developed as an early risk-reduction flight for DARPA’s Blackjack programme. The US Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) has deployed two Mandrake 2 spacecraft ...
DARPA deploys two Mandrake 2 satellites under Blackjack project
It furnishes the Satellite-based Earth Observation business outline with development investigation and historical and futuristic cost analysis, income, demand, and supply information (upcoming ...
Satellite-based Earth Observation Market to witness Massive Growth by 2025-Airbus Defense and Space, Satcom Technologies, GeoOptics Inc
Saankhya Labs is a wireless communication ... based mobile broadcast technology development "align perfectly" with Ligado''s vision of delivering advanced mobile satellite content delivery services.
Saankhya Labs, Ligado Networks team up for satellite communication solutions
Protected Satellite Communications ... one of the key research topics in modern communications. Currently, the United States is using the latest Advanced Extremely High-Frequency (AEHF) system ...
An overview of protected satellite communications in the intelligent age
Future Market Growth Boosters: Satellite communication or SATCOM has a significant role in bolstering the communication technology-based ... on procuring more advanced Satcom equipment.
Satellite Communication Market Worth USD 41,860 Million by 2025 at 8.40% CAGR – Report by Market Research Future (MRFR)
These advanced ... the entire satellites communications (satcom) value chain. Its products enable critical remote connectivity applications globally and incorporate the latest technology advancements.
SWISSto12 and SatixFy team up on advanced payloads for MEO and GEO telecom satellite programs
As part of the agreement, the companies will collaborate to evaluate and define the adaptation of advanced mobile broadcast technologies ... end-to-end communication platform for Satellite IoT ...
Saankhya Labs and Ligado Networks, USA announce partnership for development of Next-Generation Satellite Communication Solutions
Officials of the U.S. Defense Advanced Research ... and more aggressive technology development that will take longer and yield more capable inter-satellite communications links.
DARPA wants real-time CubeSat communications to link micro-satellite constellations
As part of the agreement, the companies will collaborate to evaluate and define the adaptation of advanced ... Technology Officer Maqbool Aliani said. Saankhya also offers several satellite ...
Saankhya Labs, Ligado Networks partner to develop next-gen satellite communication solutions
BETHESDA, Md. and RESTON, Va., June 15, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- Quantum Xchange, a leader in quantum-safe products and services for crypto agility and quantum readiness, today announced that it has ...
Quantum Xchange Teams with CommStar to Protect Advanced Earth-to-Moon Communications Infrastructure
ANCHORAGE, Alaska--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Alaska Communications (NASDAQ ... company operates a highly reliable, advanced statewide data network with the latest technology and the most diverse undersea ...
Alaska Communications Expands Connectivity Offerings With Low Earth Orbit Satellites
The SICRAL (Italian System for Secure Communications and Alerts ... Telematics and Advanced Technologies Directorate of the Ministry of Defense) added, "Within the past three and a half years ...
Thales Alenia Space and Telespazio win contract for SICRAL 3 secure satellite communications system and associated ground segment
The newest L-band solutions from Thales, MissionLINK 200 and VesselLINK 200 will provide reliable communications everywhere in ... is a global leader in advanced technologies, investing in digital and ...
Thales Launches New Line of Satellite Communications Solution to Ensure Reliable Connectivity Worldwide on Iridium Certus®
June 24, 2021 /PRNewswire-PRWeb/ -- AiRANACULUS®, a private, Massachusetts-based technology company ... contract for development of an advanced space communications system to support upcoming ...
AiRANACULUS® Awarded Second NASA Contract for Advanced Space Communications System
Future Market Growth Boosters: Satellite communication or SATCOM has a significant role in bolstering the communication technology-based infrastructure ... forces to spend generously on procuring more ...
Satellite Communication Market Worth USD 41,860 Million by 2025 at 8.40% CAGR – Report by Market Research Future (MRFR)
and Ligado's advanced satellite network is uniquely positioned to deliver it in technical and economic harmony with standard 5G unicast and broadcast technologies.' Saankhya Labs, a premier wireless ...
Saankhya Labs and Ligado Networks, USA announce partnership for development of Next-Generation Satellite Communication Solutions
Through the agreement, Alaska Communications will sell OneWeb’s low Earth orbit (LEO) satellite service to its ... The company operates a highly reliable, advanced statewide data network with the ...
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